
  

WINTER IS THE TIME FOR  

COMFORT, FOR GOOD FOOD AND  

WARMTH, FOR THE TOUCH OF A  

FRIENDLY HAND AND FOR A TALK 

BESIDE THE FIRE: IT IS THE TIME FOR 

HOME.  

 

Our winter assignment for Nursery is to lay emphasis on reinforcing and provide maximum stimulating 

opportunities for learners to develop cognitive areas of development including personal, socio- 

emotional development.  Let's pave way to healthy, friendly childhood for our learners to learn through 

play. For this reason, we are not burdening children of tender age with assignments which they cannot 

enjoy & relate. 

We look forward for your cooperation to provide encouraging & warm environment to develop basic 

foundation skills. 

" Happy healthy learning "  

 

1.CL  

It's parental care and conversation! Please include warm friendly talks with your child where you can 

educate them with life long learning episodes to inculcate empathy, confidence, spirit of never giving up 

and develop broader vision towards life. 

 

SOCIAL SKILLS   

 I'm respectful!   

• Let's practice special words with our family members, & friends. Use words thank you, sorry, 

excuse me, bless you!   

• Respect feelings of your siblings or cousins, time to share, listen to others and take turns. Offer 

help to family members & follow simple safety rules.  

• Chore chart - Enjoy & connect with your children and   build lifelong learning.  Make a chore 

chart on weekly basis, you can be creative by putting star as an accomplishment 

• Time to tidy up in cleaning and organizing your toys and belongings.   

• Laundry hunt - a fun game where children will sort clothes as per dark and whites. Encourage 

them in sorting socks, and placing clean items   in their wardrobe.   

• Salad making: winter season offer best, nutritious colourful vegetables.  Encourage your learners 

to decorate salad, educate them with the benefits of carrots. Cucumbers, radish, etc.  



• Let's build empathy, kindness & love in our children.  Its time to serve & help animal’s during 

harsh season. Sort a schedule with children to offer grains to birds, stray animal (under 

supervision of adults) 

   

 Role play  

Play the role of parents /grandparents  

Encourage your child to play the role of a parent or grandparent whichever they like help them by 

providing suitable words to express freely.  

 Fireless cooking  

Play the role of a chef  

(Encourage your child to cook a meal of his/her choice) under proper supervision as it is a fireless 

cooking. Most children love to have some creative time in kitchen. They love to imitate their mothers in 

doing household chores.  

Benefits of this activity:  

• Independence and self confidence.  

By providing children an opportunity to work in kitchen helps them in developing self-confidence. They 

are wholly responsible for keeping it clean and keeping things organized.  

• . Creativity and imagination.  

   Kitchen role play is an exciting and fun activity which stretches the children ‘s imagination and develops 

creativity. They enjoy experimenting with various pretend utensils to create their own imaginative 

scenarios.  

• Language and communication   

  Kitchen role play widens child ‘s vocabulary as they begin to learn names of new objects and foods, 

while also learning new verbs like ‘stir’ ‘cook’ ‘strain’ etc.  

 Sandwich making activity Steps 

to make sandwich:  

1.Take two slices of a bread.  

2.Spread mayonnaise or butter on them.  

3.Put your favorite veggies on the bottom slice.  

4. Cover it with top slice.  

5. Your sandwich is ready.  

Making jam and toast  



1. Take a slice of bread.  

2. Open jar of jam.  

3. Use a spoon to spread jam on your bread.  

4. Eat it and enjoy!  

 Happy Cooking!  

    

    

c)Role play (setting up a table)  

 Let your children set the table under your supervision. Let them set the pantry according to the number 

of family members. Setting up a table will help children in following ways:  

1.Table setting is a practical life skill that gives your child confidence and independence.  

2.It teaches them table manners in disguise. They feel more worthy and understand others importance 

as a family member.  

3.They learn how to politely refuse food they don’t want and say ‘thank you’ when someone helps them 

in passing food etc.  

4. They appreciate sitting and eating together as a family as it is rightly said “A family who eats together, 

stays together “  

Vegetable sorting  

 Encourage your child to sort and peel vegetables which doesn’t need knife like peas, beans, ladyfinger 

etc.  

Benefits of vegetable Sorting and peeling:  

1. It helps in developing visual and perceptual skills. Children are able to visualize things better.  

2. Helps in developing fine motor skills (hand eye coordination)  

3. Children are also able to identify different colours, types, patterns and sizes.  

2.Show and tell   

1.Wear your favorite outfit and talk about it.  

Children should be encouraged to wear their favorite dress and they should be motivated to talk about. 

Parents can help by providing suitable vocabulary wherever they get stuck.  

2. Favorite toy (talk about your favorite toy)  

 Children love to talk about the toys. They can pick their favorite toy and try to talk about it e.g.  

This is my doll or this is my car. Encourage children to talk about colourwork bought it for them etc.)  

  

 Benefits of this activity:  



1.Helps children in developing language.  

2. Builds their confidence.  

3.Helps them in expressing their ideas freely.  

4. Builds their imagination.  

3.SELF EXPRESSION  

1.Dress up toys   

   Ask your children to dress up their favorite toy. Let them button and unbutton them. Be there to help if 

child asks for it. Otherwise let them do on their own but at the same time tell them it’s ok to ask for 

help.  

2.scribbling /cotton dabbing  

 Let your children to scribble for fun filled experience on antifelt them explore and be free while 

dabbing patterns with cotton balls. Don’t expect perfection from them. Let them do it on their own 

without your interference.  

3.Hand printing  

Let’s do something memorable one. Let your children to put their hand impression with the help of 

poster colours and keep it as a memory forever.  

4.Dancing  

 An activity mostly enjoyed by one and all especially by the kids. Dance at your favorite music and make 

it a memory. Let them be their own masters.  

5.Tracing (salt/suji)  

Let your child to draw patterns on salt or suji whatever they like and watch them what they want to 

express.  

Benefits of salt/suji tracing  

 1.It is to build hand strength.  

2. It is to build pre-writing skills.  

3. It helps in developing writing skills without the hard grip of pencil.  

6. Seed germination  

Ask your child to wrap a seed in a wet cotton for some days and observe it.  

4.Story telling  

1.Dora  

  



https://youtu.be/gGslvfeQocU?feature=shared  

Benefits of story telling  

1.Helps children to count, share, read and be accepting of others.  

2.Helps children in developing language.  

3. Builds their imaginative powers.  

  

  

  

  

2. Vir The Robot Boy https://youtu.be/rpZ15cj-

viQ?feature=shared  

  

Vir is a humanoid robot. In this cartoon series you will learn how to be kind, intelligent and helpful when 

someone is in need. Apart from this you will enjoy each character being shown.  

   

3. Play school https://youtu.be/zLUe5JVz-

zQ?si=Of0xYPTnHS9JLJIO  

   

Play school videos is a great place for children to learn social skills and will learn to make new friends. 

They can learn how to share, take turns and communicate with others. It helps children to developed 

cognitive skills like problem solving, critical thinking and creativity.  

  

   

4.Art  

Little Artists 🎨   

Creative Art:   

  

Engage your learners in creative activities and provide enough resources to develop confidence, 

interest and love towards art. Below are listed few activities which needs to be maintained in art file   

(Please note - all art activities need to be conducted independently)  

https://youtu.be/gGslvfeQocU?feature=shared
https://youtu.be/gGslvfeQocU?feature=shared
http://.../
http://.../
http://.../
http://.../
http://.../


* Recognize basic names of primary colours and blend colours to form secondary colours. Create 

colour wheel by using colour palette & thick paint brush   

                 OR   

* Make a book mark with secondary colour in any shape like heart, circle etc.  

   

)1. Bottle cap pumpkin   

  

  

  Get the caps of the bottles and with the help of poster colours ask your children to make impressions 

on paper to make pumpkins.  

2.Vegetable dabbing  

  Get any vegetable like carrot, lemon, ladyfinger etc. and ask your child to dab it on art file with the help 

of poster colours.  

3.Sponge rainbow activity   

  



With the help of sponge and poster colours ask your child to make rainbow on art file by sweeping 

sponge on paper laden with different colours.  

4.Balloon dabbing   

  

 Blow the balloons and ask the child to dab it after dipping in colours.  

5.Hand and foot figures  

Again, a memorable activity for kids. let them to make impressions of hand and foot on art files and keep 

it as most cherished memory.  

  

6. Carrot hand print  

  

Let your child to put his fist impression by dipping in colour and keep it as a memory.  

* Recognize basic names of primary colours and blend colours to form secondary 

colours. Create colour wheel by using colour palette & thick paint brush   

                 OR   

* Make a book mark with secondary colour in any shape like heart, circle etc. p it 

as a memory to be cherished later.  



Mathematics  

Reasoning & concept development:  

Let's reinforce our mathematical concepts supported by worksheets provided     

1. Match groups / figures according to shapes and numbers.  

(post sheets cropped and ensure its titled)  

2. Identify objects on the basis of similarities and match them. (post sheets)  

  



  



  



  



  



  



  

  

  

 1.count the number of pulses from 1-10  

  Ask your children to count the pulses from 1 to 10 while saying loud.  

2.M&M Graphing  



  

 Let your child to put beads on the line according to given number but restrict it to 1 to 10 only. 3.Make 

shapes with play dough  

  Let your children make shapes like circle, triangle, square, rectangle etc. with clay.  

4.Transfering of pulses from one bowl to another  

  Let your children to transfer pulses from one bowl to another while counting. Let them arrange 

the pulses in the bowl according to more or less concept. 5.sorting  

  

Correct, colour and number  

Mark the bottle with numbers and tell the child to put the pulses etc. According to the numbers 

mentioned on the balls.  

Physical development   

  

*Using child friendly scissors follow & cut the patterns provided like zigzag, curvy lines, etc. (. Post 

sheets)  



  

  



  

  



  



  

  

  

* Let's be responsible: Time to show how smart we can be and develop our motor skills:  

* Unbutton and Button shirts   

* Untie shoelaces and place them in shoe rack.   

* Try to fold your hand towel, napkins, your night dress.  

* Let's enjoy cold weather, roll in snow, Bounce, kick and throw balls with your friends.  

  

   



 

HINDI WINTER ASSIGNMENT 

 

  GRADE-NURSERY 

 

१.स्वर लिखिए अ से अ: - 

अ आ इ ई उ   ऊ 

ऋ ए ऐ ओ औ अं अ: 

 

२.िािी सथान में लिखिए- 

अ  इ  उ    

 ए  ओ  अं अ 

 

३.लमिान करे- 

 १. इ                          उ 

 

२. अं                         ओ 

 

३.ऊ                         ई 

 

४.उ                         इ 

 

५.ओ                       अं 

 

६.ई                         ऊ 
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